The following are highlights from the meeting of the ITS Technical Task Force held on December 15, 2000. The meeting was held at Pennsylvania Department of Transportation District-6 in King of Prussia. A list of attendees is attached.

Agenda Item #1: Welcome and Individual Updates

- The minutes from the October 24, 2000 meeting were approved.
- Each person in attendance introduced themselves and added any relevant ITS update from their agency.
- DVRPC has just finished their first draft of the Regional ITS Architecture and it is currently under internal review. Copies will be available shortly upon request.
- As part of its Institutional Coordination of ITS in the Delaware Valley, DVRPC recently published the Coordination Scenarios White Paper. This document examines scenarios for institutional coordination. A third document, currently being printed is the Prototype Freeway Corridor Incident Management Report for the I-76 / I-476 Corridor Area.
- DVRPC is also creating an ITS Contact list for distribution among Technical Task Force members.

Agenda Item #2: Traffic.com- Deployment in the Philadelphia Region

- Traffic.com has been given the go ahead by the Federal Highway Administration to begin their deployment project in the Philadelphia Area.
- Presenters from Federal Highway, PennDOT, and Traffic.com gave a detailed presentation about the project and its status in the Pittsburgh area. Traffic.com provides real-time and archived information available for planning and assessment.
- The data is collected using the Traffic Pulse Digital Sensor Network, and information on
travel times, speeds, and volumes are updated on the internet every 60 seconds. The information is collected 24 hours a day while past data is stored for future analysis and planning.

- Their services include infrastructure management, data collection and management, data processing and storage, and data dissemination. Their information is available to consumers, government partners, and businesses at low or no cost through a variety of ATIS products.

- There was also much attention given to the Sensor Site Selection Process. The first step is to identify existing ITS in the region and to plan future ITS in coordination with the regional system architecture. The next step is to select key corridors within the region. For now, only expressway corridors are under consideration.

- Traffic.com’s will meet with interested stakeholders to discuss the location of sensors. Agencies are also interested in how sensors can be used in response to incident management. The Task Force agreed to set up a subcommittee to meet separately to discuss these issues. Interested agencies should contact Traffic.com directly to determine a convenient time to schedule a meeting. An update of these proceedings will be available at the next Task Force meeting.

Agenda Item #3: ITS Service Plan

- Steve Bergman, FHWA, gave a brief presentation on the Philadelphia Area ITS Service Plan for 2001. The region received $40,000, the most of any region nationally. The money will be used to promote regional cooperation, promote interoperability, and increase stakeholder awareness. Several National Highway Courses, including Incident Management and ITS Standards, will be funded from the Service Plan.

Agenda Item #4: Other Business

- The next meeting has been scheduled for January 26, 2001 at 9:30 am at the DVRPC Conference Room.

Agenda Item #5: Tour of PennDOT’s Traffic Control Center

- Karl Ziemer, PennDOT, provided the Technical Task Force with a tour of the PennDOT Traffic Control Center. The traffic monitoring system has greatly helped in detecting incidents where cameras have been installed. PennDOT is hopeful to have their cameras monitored 24 hours a day in the near future.
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